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our map location tool or by police force, postcode, location or street name. Read through our comprehensive breakdown of NZ

Police vehicles and their features. Note: The search tool also works via location search by property, postcode and address.
General details of the vehicle The police vehicle is the most visible symbol of the police, and is a crucial part of any police unit.
In New Zealand police vehicles are typically marked with the head of an eagle, and are usually a colour of ‘red', 'green' or 'blue'

(depending on the police service). Some police agencies have their own service-specific vehicles, such as for the Fire and
Emergency Services. When it comes to police vehicles, the make and model of the vehicle is less important than the features.
However, if a police vehicle has a combination of high security features as well as extra comfort, it can be very useful. The

average police vehicle is quite big, and can only fit one vehicle at a time. However, with the ability to install an extra vehicle to
the back, it can accommodate a number of people or equipment. Approved Police Cruisers In New Zealand there are three

different types of cruisers that are used for standard police work, as well as those used for special events such as activities like
the Police Christmas Parade. The three types are: Volkswagen Local (VPL) Police Vehicle Volkswagen Local (VPL) Police

Vehicles are the standard police cruiser in New Zealand. These are used by provincial and district police services. The average
age of the VPL Police Vehicle is around 8 years. The VPL Police Vehicle normally has a good internal storage capacity and
seats are fairly comfortable. However, the VPL is less comfortable than other types of cruisers. Seat belts are difficult to use

because the vehicle is designed with its drivers at the front of the vehicle. The front seats are very big and can be a problem for
movement. In summary, the VPL Police Vehicle is good for long distance trips, because of its capacity, but not good for short
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journeys. Ford Police Car (FPV) The Ford Police Car (FPV) is a car that is used by Auckland, Bay of Plenty and Southern
Police Services, and is also used in many other forces 3da54e8ca3
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